
QUIZ P2 LANGUAGE - 50 Questions 

Thank you to the teachers and students who make this  
resource possible by supporting Psych Boost on Pateron. www.psychboost.com 

1 Briefly outline Piaget’s theory of language  

2 
What do we need to develop according to 
this theory?  

3 
What stages do we need to pass through  
according to this theory? (Name all four)  

4 
How is the theory Language depends on 
thought supported?  

5 
What is lacking from the theory Language 
depends on thought and why?  

6 Briefly outline the Sapir-Whorf hypothesis    

7 What is Linguistic determinism?  

8 What are the hard and soft versions?  

9 What is linguistic relativism   

10 
Give an example of possible linguistic  
relativism   

11 
What group was researched by Whorf and 
what was special about them?  

12 Why is Whorf’s work criticised?  

13 
Describe research that supports the Sapir-
Whorf hypothesis in relation to events.  

14 
What native group were researched for their 
colour vision and why?   

15 
Describe research that supports the Sapir-
Whorf hypothesis in relation to colour.  

16 
What suggests all people have the same  
perception of colour?  

17 
What practical application does the Sapir-
Whorf hypothesis have?   

18 
What is thought to be a main difference  
between animal and human communication?   

19 How do animals communicate survival?   

20 How do animals communicate reproduction?   

21 How do animals communicate territory?   

22 How do animals communicate food?   

23 
What two properties are present in human 
but not animal communication   

24 Who was Von Frisch?  

25 
Briefly describe the method in Von Frisch’s 
study  
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26 
Briefly describe the results of Von Frisch’s 
study  

27 Why may Von Frisch’s study lack validity?  

28 
What factors of communication does Von 
Frisch’s study ignore?  

29 Define verbal communication  

30 Define non-verbal communication  

31 
Outline one function of eye contact 
(any order)  

32 
Outline a second function of eye contact 
(any order)  

33 
Outline a third function of eye contact 
(any order)  

34 Define open and closed postures.  

35 Define postural echo  

36 Define touch applied to body languge.  

37 Outline culture applied to personal space.  

38 Outline status applied to personal space.  

39 
Outline gender differences applied to person-
al space.  

40 
Positively evaluate research into body  
language.  

41 
Critically evaluate research into body  
language.  

42 
Outline the argument body language is  
innate.  

43 
What evidence is there that body language is 
innate.  

44 
What does it mean to say body language is 
learnt.  

45 What was the method of Yuki’s study?  

46 What were the results of Yuki’s study?  

47 Why may Yuki’s study lack validity?  

48 Why was Yuki’s study limited?  

49 Why would body language be evolved?  

50 
What does it mean to say body language is 
adaptive?  


